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ABSTRACT
In view of the limited success rates of all weight-loss strategies to date, this article hypothesises that in situations where previous dieting attempts have failed, better outcomes and health improvements will arise from advocating weight-stability goals. This means the promotion of weight maintenance (to ensure any reduction in weight is maintained) and weight constancy (where steps are taken to maintain existing weight without attempting weight loss), rather than advocating existing 5–10% weight-loss targets for these patients. The majority of approaches to obesity focus on weight reduction despite poor evidence of effectiveness. Primary care remains reluctant to engage in ineffective approaches, yet is well placed to give advice, and would undoubtedly adopt effective obesity-management approaches if they were developed. Despite guidance for overweight or obese people to aim for a 5–10% weight reduction, current trends demonstrate escalation of average weights and obesity. A literature review found little information about evaluation of weight-stability approaches (either weight maintenance or weight constancy), despite theoretical support for them. Yet taking steps to protect weight reduction where it is achieved, and to promote weight constancy (without weight loss) where further dieting is predicted to fail, would have a beneficial effect on preventing further growth of obesity-related morbidity in the population. Some evidence exists to support simple behavioural approaches to improve weight stability, but these measures do not feature in current advice and hence are not widely advocated.
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OBESITY IN CONTEXT
Within the last 25 years the proportion of adults with obesity in the UK has grown fourfold.1 This is apparent in the rising trend of obesity in recent years: between 1993 and 2002 the percentage of men with obesity has increased from 13.4% to 22.9% and in women it has increased from 17% to 25.4%.2 The UK compares poorly with the rest of Europe where average increases in obesity prevalence range between 10% and 40% in the last 10 years, in contrast to England where the rate has more than doubled.3 If nothing is done to halt the rise in adult obesity, it is estimated that around 12 million adults and 1 million children will be obese by 2010. In relation to adults, this will mean that between 2003 and 2010 a further 3.5 million adults previously of healthy weight or with a body mass index (BMI) of less than 30 kg/m² will shift into either the overweight or obese range.4

Without specific care to maintain existing weight, the majority of the population risks gradual weight gain averaging around 0.8 kg per year.5

The sequelae of obesity are profound and contribute to other conditions that GPs are actively treating, such as hypertension, cardio- and cerebrovascular disease, and diabetes.6 The large INTERHEART multinational study listed obesity as one of the nine major modifiable risk factors for myocardial infarction.7 Percentage body fat is a risk...
factor for coronary events, ischaemic stroke, and cardiovascular disease mortality. Additionally, there are major economic costs from direct treatment and indirect costs, such as sickness absence, totalling £3.5 billion in England in 2002. Quality-adjusted life expectancy is estimated to be reduced by 3 years in males and 6 years in females in the presence of obesity. If effective treatments were available, there is little doubt that the GP workforce would enthusiastically get involved.

FOCUS OF THIS PAPER
The evidence base for obesity interventions remains inadequate, despite its high profile in political and research arenas. All approaches studied show limited effectiveness, with the possible exception of surgery. Weight loss of 3–5 kg maintained for up to a year is considered a reasonable expectation from any dieting approach, whereas surgery has achieved sustained weight reduction of 20 kg or more according to various studies. If an individual’s 5–10% weight-loss goal ceases, evidence shows that more weight is regained than was initially lost.

In view of the disheartening finding in April 2007, from a major review of 31 long-term weight-reduction studies, that dieting is a consistent predictor of future weight gain, this article explores the hypothesis that encouraging prevention of further weight gain, rather than aiming for weight loss, would at least help to prevent current levels of obesity from escalating further, and would thus generate health gains on a population level. This potentially achievable concept has yet to be widely discussed or adopted in any practical sense.

PRIMARY CARE HAS YET TO ENGAGE FULLY WITH OBESITY MANAGEMENT
The arrival of obesity-related points in the Quality and Outcome Framework has triggered concern from GPs about the expectations of primary care in future obesity management, including fear of a fundamentally societal problem being foisted on general practice. Little common ground has been found between the two extreme viewpoints: that obesity is the illness versus the view that, while obesity causes illness, it stems from societal or personal issues and hence is not a doctor’s sole responsibility to treat it. Most doctors recognise arguments supporting both approaches, and the reasons for inaction are not a lack of appreciation of its profound health sequelae, but rather the lack of evidence that levels of obesity can be influenced by the personal interests and efforts of doctors.

The terms used in this paper are defined as follows:

- ‘weight maintenance’ is used to describe maintained weight following weight loss;
- ‘weight constancy’ is used to describe avoiding further weight increase even where no weight reduction has been attempted; and
- ‘weight stability’ is used when both concepts are referred to.

Current obesity-prevention work is targeted at schools and activity initiatives, with very little development of primary care prevention approaches to date.

EXISTING WEIGHT-LOSS TARGETS RISK GENERATING MIXED MESSAGES OF FAILURE
The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence’s (NICE’s) obesity guidance, released in December 2006, focuses on weight reduction and advises a target of 5–10% weight-loss. While it mentions weight maintenance in various contexts, it does not elaborate on any specific approaches, and weight constancy is not discussed at all. For people who are not ready to engage in change, it recommends explaining the benefits of weight loss (an approach they are often not ready to adopt), whereas the opportunity for recommending the relevant and potentially achievable target of weight constancy is missed. There is no patient literature available on the merits of weight constancy, and unfortunately an ethos of failure pervades those dieting attempts that fizzle out, including among staff overseeing weight management in primary care.

As these NICE guidelines use the existing evidence base for obesity management, they do not address many questions on best practice: these are yet to be established. For example, they do not clarify how to help people who are successful in losing small amounts of weight with obesity medication, but who fail to achieve the recommended 5% reduction — have they failed or...
have they succeeded? Certainly, they are more likely to fail if their medication is withdrawn. Active ongoing support for either weight constancy or weight maintenance raises resource implications, but resources are currently directed at weight-loss services instead.

Thus, a patient who initially loses 3 kg in a weight-management clinic but then plateaus and regains a little weight, will probably have their obesity medication withdrawn, confirming their sense of failure and draining motivation for further self-help. This scenario is common when goals are set at a minimum of 5% weight reduction. And a patient with obesity who demonstrates negligible weight loss is seen as untreatable rather than being encouraged to aim for the possibly attainable goal of simply staying the same weight, even though we can safely predict that, without any action, further weight gain is probable.

A change to this approach is essential in view of the poor research statistics on longer-term sustained weight loss. Most (although not all) individuals who successfully lose 10% of initial body weight will regain around two-thirds of it within only 1 year, and the remainder over the following 5 years. In the light of the adage ‘First do no harm’, the worrying phenomenon of rapid weight regain has multiple negative effects including the facilitation of yo-yo dieting and negative consequences for both the metabolic system and the motivational self-efficacy of the individual.

Unfortunately, weight management in general practice, with or without obesity medication, is no more effective than any other dieting approach, such as commercial slimming clubs and self-help approaches. Obesity is a chronic condition, and only surgery has been shown to be more effective, but it is limited by lack of resources as well as lack of facility to treat the large numbers of people who would fit eligibility criteria.

The widely advocated primary care obesity-management method, the Counterweight Project, demonstrated an average 2.4 kg weight reduction, rising to 3.3 kg in high attenders, but there was a discontinuation rate of over 50%. Considering the significant training and dedicated time required from GPs or practice nurses, these results do not demonstrate sufficient improvement over traditional advice to justify this level of investment. Uptake of the Counterweight Project has been low, particularly as lack of funding has been an issue.

There is no dispute that losing 3–5 kg generates measurable health improvement through reducing central obesity and hence cardiovascular and diabetic risk, yet it may translate into perhaps only 2% weight reduction for someone with morbid obesity, and is insufficient for many obese dieters to leave the obese range (BMI ≥30 kg/m²).

These benefits are further threatened by an average annual weight increase of 0.5–1 kg. Thus 3–5 kg loss will barely combat expected weight increase over 5–10 years, will have minimal impact on the current obesity burden and, contrary to the high hopes of every dieter, will rarely achieve anywhere near an ideal weight.

The health benefits from small or modest weight reduction are likely to be obscured if crude obesity register statistics are used to indicate performance, because significant change will be almost impossible to demonstrate. Even where concerted action produces weight reduction, existing methods can feasibly treat only 50–100 patients per practice per year, which is well short of a population effect, as this would cater for hardly 1% of an average practice population of 6000, 23% of whom are likely to have obesity.

ADVANTAGES OF MAINTAINING SMALL WEIGHT LOSS AND BENEFITS OF EXERCISE

Health professionals could usefully deliver specific guidance about realistic long-term goals, the benefits of exercise independently of any weight reduction, and the worthwhile merits of any weight loss to help people avoid the trap of perceiving small weight loss as failure, particularly when it results in worthwhile improvements in health. Because a sense of failure is very damaging to motivation and self-esteem, both of which are required for any degree of weight control, addressing unrealistic goals may reduce any sense of failure regarding modest weight loss.

A Cochrane review of the effects of exercise on overweight and obesity showed that taking part in exercise (without dieting) had small effects on weight loss but clear cardiovascular benefits. Increased weight loss was found when exercise and dieting were combined, but cardiovascular benefits were demonstrable even without any weight change. Poirier and Després reported that even where weight loss is minimal, individuals with obesity and a good level of cardiorespiratory fitness are at reduced risk for cardiovascular mortality compared to lean but unfit individuals. Similar findings were seen in a large Swedish study which showed that the raised cardiovascular risk associated with high body fat percentage is reduced by physical activity. Thus, when recommending weight maintenance or weight constancy, patients should separate exercise goals from any expectation of weight loss to reduce unrealistic expectations and promote
better continuance with exercise programmes that give clear cardiovascular benefits, despite a limited effect on weight.

EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT PROMOTION OF WEIGHT CONSTANCY

In situations where previous weight-loss attempts have consistently failed, promotion of weight constancy without attempting further weight loss is worthwhile. This may help to avoid rebound weight gain after dieting and exposure to an emotional cycle of success/failure.

A search for evidence to support this hypothesis was performed using the Cochrane database and a PubMed review of the US National Library of Medicine. Very few studies were found that assessed weight maintenance, and no specific reference was found regarding the concept of weight constancy. Levine and colleagues assessed two programmes which aimed to prevent further weight gain in normal or overweight women, and a control group. There were mixed results: the majority of women who had weight concerns focused on weight loss and were not interested in the idea of preventing further weight gain, yet the study confirmed that dieting was a predictor of further weight gain. Only 40% of their sample maintained their baseline weight over 3 years, and these women were the least likely to have tried dieting.

Metabolic models have been described that suggest weight constancy is more likely to be achieved than maintenance of significant weight reduction. Obesity becomes a permanent condition once it develops, in part because of irreversible changes in ‘metabolic sensing’ neurons that regulate energy intake, expenditure, and storage, resulting in a permanent upward resetting of body weight set-point when genetically predisposed individuals become obese.

While evidence for programmes promoting weight maintenance or weight constancy are still lacking, there is a clear call for more research in this area. Nafziger and colleagues call for broad educational efforts to promote weight constancy, particularly in adults usually considered to be at low risk for weight gain. Their study showed that younger people of normal body weight and without health conditions were the least likely to maintain a constant body weight over a 10-year period.

WEIGHT CONSTANCY REQUIRES EFFORT AND IS NOT AUTOMATIC

In contrast to current weight-loss strategies, reigning in over-ambitious weight-loss targets and promoting weight constancy could be achievable in primary care. It would require educational resources for staff and patients to convey the established benefits of separating the advantages of exercise from weight-loss goals, and to minimise problems associated with attempting unrealistic weight loss.

From a motivational viewpoint it is easier to achieve weight constancy than to lose weight. The approach is clinically worthwhile and is potentially practical in primary care, although we acknowledge that evidence is, as yet, inconsistent. Currently, such an approach is being directed at childhood obesity as highlighted in public service agreement targets set by the Department of Health, Department for Education and Skills, and Department of Culture Media and Sport. Their targets have recently changed from ‘halting the year-on-year rise in obesity among children under the age of 11 years by 2010’, to ‘reducing the proportion of overweight and obese children to 2000 levels by 2020’. However, no similar target exists for adults.

In light of a systematic review showing that 70% of obese adolescents grow into obese adults, preventing child obesity would reduce the number of obese adults in the future. A corresponding strategy to halt further adult weight increase would reduce progression from overweight to obesity to morbid obesity, with consequent reductions in weight-related illness which are otherwise projected to increase according to both 2010 and 2020 estimations in line with current obesity trends. A drop of one BMI unit, requiring roughly 2–3% weight loss for someone with a high BMI, would reduce the incidence of type 2 diabetes by 13%, which would be of great benefit in population terms. Equally, adopting weight constancy and thus avoiding the predicted 3 kg increase over 4 years would generate the same risk reduction. Thus, in light of ongoing obesity trends and limited evidence of the effectiveness of interventions, there is a strong argument for developing and evaluating prevention measures that aim to maintain existing weight, thereby preventing expected increases.

WEIGHT CONSTANCY CAN BE PROMOTED WITH PRACTICAL AND SIMPLE STEPS

Until there is evidence for more successful weight-reduction strategies, primary care could move towards protecting any weight loss and promoting weight constancy. The National Weight Control Registry in the US follows up over 4000 people who have maintained significant weight loss. Participants are eligible for entry to the registry if they maintain a minimum of 13.6 kg reduction for at least a year, but the register’s actual average is 33 kg for an average of 5 years. Evaluation reveals that certain
simple steps predict long-term weight-loss maintenance, as listed in Table 1. These approaches have also been confirmed in 2004 HealthStyles survey in the US, which adds support to the present hypothesis that these steps will help weight constancy even where weight loss is not attempted.31

While the concept of regular weighing of children has not been widely evaluated, and is not a specific recommendation, encouraging adults to be regularly aware of their weight improves the chances of weight stability. It is far less daunting to tackle yesterday’s extra pound than to face larger amounts of weight gain revealed by occasional weight measurements.

In view of the clear health benefits of maintaining a healthy weight, advocating weight loss is reasonable where there is a good chance of success or where no weight-control measures have previously been tried. There is a need to promote the message that 5% weight reduction can lead to up to 30% reduction in central adiposity, which brings about significant improvements in health, even if patients remain in the obese range. However, when previous dieting attempts have consistently failed, the alternative approach of weight constancy should be explored. Further evaluation of this approach may broaden the evidence base for primary care weight management as a whole. Availability of more resources outlining weight-stability goals may encourage greater participation of primary care workers in weight management. Holistically, health can improve even if weight does not change. Most importantly, when patients have achieved any weight loss, care should be invested in helping them to maintain it.

KEY POINTS

• Primary care staff should discourage over-ambitious weight-loss targets because evidence shows poor long-term outcomes.
• Without action, average weight is increasing by 0.8 kg per year in the UK.
• Practical resources are required regarding the benefits of weight constancy, the importance of weight maintenance after weight loss, and the merits of exercise independent of weight change.
• There is a need to publicise the message that a 5% weight reduction can give 30% reduction in central adiposity, with significant health improvements even if still obese.
• Effort is needed to help patients to maintain any weight loss: in today’s obesity-promoting environment, weight constancy could be equated with success, and weight maintenance considered a bonus.
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